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Trapping of Neutral Atoms with Resonant Microwave Radiation
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(Received 19 December 1988)

We discuss a resonant microwave trap for neutral atoms. Because of the long spontaneous radiation
time this trap is remarkably different from the optical trap. It also has advantages over static magnetic
traps that trap the excited spin state of the lowest electronic level, in that atoms predominantly in the
spin ground state can be trapped. We analyze the relaxation-ejection lifetime of atoms in such a trap us-
ing the formalism of dressed atomic states. Results are applied to atomic hydrogen and the possibility of
Bose-Einstein condensation is considered.

PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk, 67.65.+z

The past several years have been witness to the excit-
ing development of trapping of neutral atoms with opti-
cal radiation from a laser source' or with static magnetic
fields. In this Letter we show that a gas of atoms can
be trapped using forces derived from the gradient of a
microwave radiation field on resonance with an atomic
transition. The principal diA'erence between microwave
and optical traps is the virtual absence of microwave
spontaneous emission. This changes the nature of the
trap potential and eliminates the spontaneous emission
heating of the atoms. In comparison to the static mag-
netic trap the microwave trap has the primary advantage
of being able to trap atoms with a ground-state charac-
ter. Because the static magnetic trap utilizes a field
minimum, it is limited to trapping of atoms in the
ground electronic state with excited spin states, which
spin relax to the ground state at a density-dependent
rate. These lower-state atoms are then ejected from the
trap, resulting in low densities of trapped atoms. In
contrast, the microwave trap can operate with either a
field maximum or minimum and the trapped atoms will

be an admixture of the excited and the ground states, de-
pending on the detuning of the radiation from resonance.
We study the lifetime of the atomic density and show
that it can be much longer in a microwave trap than in
the static trap and thus much higher densities are possi-
ble. This is important in eAorts to obtain Bose-Einstein
condensation (BEC) in atomic hydrogen, which is dis-
cussed as a specific example.

We first derive the trap potential. We shall treat the
atom as a two-level system and denote the states by ~

e)
and

~ g) for excited and ground states. A very simple ap-
proach for calculating the depth of a magnetic trap is the
dressed-atom approach used for optical traps by Dali-
bard and Cohen-Tannoudji. ' An atom in a single-
mode radiation field with magnetic operator BR can be
described by the following Hamiltonian,

/f =Htt +H„, —p Btt (r) .

Here, HR =Stoa a is the Hamiltonian of the radiation

E 1 (r) = —66/2+ trt 0 (r)/2,

Eq(r) = —A6/2 —6 Q(r)/2.
(3a)

(3b)

These energy levels vary with position in an inhomogene-
ous field through the dependence of the Rabi frequency
on r.

The depth of the trap is the difference in energy for an
atom in the microwave field and its energy in zero field.

field with photon angular frequency m and creation and
annihilation operators a and a, respectively. H, t,
=p /2m+Staph b is the Hamiltonian of the atom of
mass I with the two levels separated in energy by Acro,
where b and b are the atomic raising and lowering
operators for the levels

~
e) and

~
g). We have assumed

that the atom interacts with a magnetic field B=80+ BR
through its magnetic dipole moment p. Bo is a static
field and is included in H, t, . If there is no zero-field
splitting of the atom, the resonance frequency is
cop =it ttBp/6, where ptt is the Bohr magneton. The last
term in Eq. (1) is the interaction of the atom with the
microwave field which, including resonant terms only, is
given by —p,g A, %(r)(a b+ab ), where p,g is a mag-
netic dipole transition-matrix element and 3L, is the polar-
ization vector.

If the interaction between the field and the atom is
zero then the eigenstates of this Hamiltonian fall into
manifolds separated by energy @co. Each manifold con-
sists of a pair of states

~ g, N) and
~ e,N —1) split by t't6,

where N is the photon occupation number and
6=m —coo is the detuning. When the coupling term is
included, the dressed states are

~
1Nr) =

~
1) =cosO(r)

~ e,N —1)+sinO(r)
~ g, N), (2a)

~

2Nr)—:
~
2) = —sinO(r) ) e,N —1)+cosO(r) ( g, N), (2b)

where the angle O(r) is defined by cos2O(r) = —6/Q(r)
and sin2O(r) =tv„(r)/A(r). Here, cv„=p,~.k2 JN
&& %(r)/tt, is the Rabi frequency, and 0 (r) = [cv„(r)
+g2] 't~. The corresponding energies are E;tv (r)
=N 6 tv+ E;(r) with
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For a microwave field with a maximum, state ~2) is a
trapping state with potential

(4)

State
~

1) is a barrier state or an antitrapping state with
U„. &

= —U, . The maximum trap depth is at 8=0, yield-
ing U. ../Ir:a =@au,/2kjr =0.478' in kelvins with 8~ in

teslas. Here we have taken p,g A. =J2pe and have used
circularly polarized microwave radiation; for linearly po-
larized radiation the depth is reduced by J2. The mi-
crowave trap has the interesting property that UI has its
maximum depth for 8=0 and ~2) remains a trapping
state for both positive and negative values of 6. More-
over, as can be seen from the states in Eq. (2b), the na-
ture of

~
2) changes from predominantly

~
e,N —1) to

~g, N) as 6 goes from positive to negative values. In
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), we plot the trap potential for the
two dressed states as a function of the detuning 6, as well
as the dependence of the admixture of states on detun-
ing.

We contrast these results with the optical laser trap
where the excited state is separated from the ground
state by an optical interval. This has a potential well ''

0.6

0.4

0.2
Q

0.0 =
U

-0.2-

-0.4

06
-4.0 -3.0

].0 . r ~ ~

0.6-

ical trap

-2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
(dimensionless)

0.0

" 0.2

- 04

also plotted in Fig. 1(a) for the same interaction as in

Eq. (1). In this trap U,~, =0 for 6 =0 and the potential
changes from trapping to antitrapping as 6 changes sign.
This remarkable change of nature from the microwave
case is caused by the short spontaneous emission lifetime
characteristic of electric dipoles in the optical region (of
order 10 s) which couple the dressed manifolds. By
contrast, electron-spin magnetic dipole transitions have
spontaneous-emission lifetimes of several million years.
In an optical trap, an atom makes many transitions be-
tween dressed states in the time required to move across
the trap and the force is an average found by multiplying
the time spent in each state times the force in each state,
resulting in Eq. (5). For 8=0 the dressed states are
equal admixtures of ~e, N —1) and ~g, N) so that the
time spent in each state is equal, thus the force is zero.
In the microwave case there is virtually no spontaneous
emission; in addition it is easy to show that nonadiabatic
transition rates are negligible. For these reasons the
states of the atoms remain unchanged in time. This re-
sults in a deeper potential as a function of 8 [see Fig.
1(a)j; it also precludes spontaneous emission heating
which plaques the optical trap. Still, to create a useful
well depth, large-amplitude microwave fields are needed.
They can be attained in a cavity such as a concentric
resonator; the application of such a resonator to the mi-
crowave trap has been discussed elsewhere.

Unlike the above traps, the static magnetic trap, which
has a depth

~ U, ~

=
~ p8&8o ~, can be made much deeper

with a large static gradient h,B0 on the order of 1 T.
However, the trapped atoms must be in state

~
e) since a

0.4- - 0.6

P 2

r I I ~ r * r0
-4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0

0.

Sm, (dimensionless)

10
3.0 4.0

static trap can only be made with a field maximum. Be-
cause of density-dependent collisional relaxation to state

~ g), which is an antitrapping state (atoms are ejected),
the density in this trap rapidly decays down to a relative-
ly low value.

A crucial consideration of the viability of the mi-
crowave trap is its lifetime for decay of the density due
to collisional relaxation. Although this trap can be ap-
plied to any species with an effective two-level system,
we shall consider atomic hydrogen, and compare it to the
existing static trap. Hydrogen has four hyperfine states
enumerated

~
a),

~
b),

~
c), and

~
d), from low to high en-

ergy. In a high field, electron-span resonance is allowed
between states ) b) and J c) (as well as J a) and ) d)).
We shall focus on the

~
b) and

~
c) states as a two-level

FIG. l. (a) potential depth for the two dressed atom states
compared to the depth for an optical trap (with the same in-
teraction) as a function of 8/rrr„. (b) The probabilities for the
bare states as admixed into the trapping and antitrapping
states, as a function of 6/ro, .
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system, modifying our earlier notations so that I g) =
I
b)

and I
e)—:

I c&. Since the dressed state I 2) is an admix-
ture of I b) and I c), I 2)-I 2) binary collisions can result
in the transition of I c& to I b) during a collision. A tran-
sition to a b state results in the formation of state I 1) or

I 2) with a calculable probability. Since those atoms in
state I 1) are ejected, the density decays. Collisional re-
laxation between bare states

I b) and I c) have been stud-
ied earlier and are a result of spin-exchange or magnet-
ic dipole-dipole interactions. Both T~ (inelastic relaxa-
tion) and Ti (dephasing of the transverse spin) processes
can lead to decay of the density of atoms in state

I 2).
We find that the T] processes correspond to relaxation
between dressed-atom manifolds, whereas the T2 pro-
cesses occur within a single manifold and have the
unusual property of being thermally activated. This can
be understood by considering states I 2) and

I
1) in the

rotating coordinate system of the rf magnetic field. An

isolated atom in the state
I
2) has its fictitious spin

pointing along the effective field, whereas
I
1) points op-

posite. A T2 collision will shift the transverse component
of the spin leading to a superposition of states

I
1) and

I 2) and thus to decay by ejection. In a preliminary con-
sideration of relaxation in the microwave trap, T2
events were not considered and some coherent contribu-
tions to T] were omitted. Here we consider both chan-
nels of relaxation using a T-matrix formalism [Eq. (7),
below]. Our detailed considerations will be focused on
hydrogen, but the concepts are applicable to other
species such as sodium, and we shall first present a gen-
eral treatment.

Outside the range of the interatomic interaction two
bare atoms interact only with the radiation field. In this
situation the combined system of photons and atoms can
be described by the symmetrized and normalized states

I [tjjN&:

I [1 ljN) =cos OI [eej,N —2)+(I/W2) sin20I [egj,N —1)+sin OI fggj, N),

I
[12jN) = —(I/J2) sin28

I [eej,N —2)+cos29 I [egj,N —1)+(I/J2) sin28
I [ggj,N),

I
[22jN) =sin 0I [eej,N —2) —(I/J2) sin28I jegj, N —1)+cos 0I [ggj, N).

The energies are E;,Tv =NA, to+E;+Ej [cf. Eq. (3)]. These states may be interpreted as the free states of two indistin-
guishable dressed atoms and correspond to the possible initial and final channels of a scattering process. ' The relaxa-
tion rates for the processes ijN i'j'N' are found from a T-matrix calculation

G~JN —i N~J &=T4'~''&'~(piyX X l
Tf' i , tn i (Vtwt"p )pi)& I '),„'', , (7)

1'm' lm

where p is the reduced mass, pj and p; j' are the magni-
tude of the initial and final relative momenta, respective-
ly, and the subscript th implies a thermal average. Note
that to find the decay of the atomic density inside the
trap we should, in addition to the thermal average over
initial momenta p;~, average over the number of photons.
However, in an intense radiation field we can neglect
Auctuations and replace N by its average value N in Eq.
(7). The relevant decay rates are then G22jv; j. jv (T).

To evaluate these quantities it is important to point
out that the central (singlet or triplet) interaction be-
tween two bare hydrogen atoms couples only the states

I (ijjN) with the same value of N. Since the energy
splitting 6 A within this manifold is very small compared
to the strength of the central interaction, the degener-
ate-internal-states (DIS) approximation' is valid and
used throughout the following. Note that the dipolar

transitions among states with the same N are completely
suppressed by the centrifugal barrier in either the initial
or final state.

If N'=N all processes are endothermal. In order to
find the dominant low-temperature behavior of the rates
we use the relation'

G$2jy ('j'g (T) Gjj'g'2pjy (T)exp( ~ j /k8 T)

expand the rate constant for the inverse (exothermal) re-
action, and take the lowest order ktj T/A; j, where
6;j'=6 A(8; ~+6j' ~) denotes the energy difference be-
tween the final and initial channels. This expansion is
found by applying the DIS approximation to the T ma-
trix in Eq. (7). Doing so, we find that transitions within
a manifold are associated with elastic exchange collisions
between bare atoms and are at an effective rate defined
by dna/dt = —GT', nz For the hydro. gen atom

GT'~=2. 3&&10 ' (AQ/kti)'j sin 28[Bc/(Bo+Bc) ][sin Oexp( —AA/kttT)+ J2exp( —2@A/kttT)]

in units of cm /s with the static field Bo in tesla and the constant Bc=0.05064 T originating from a consideration of
the hyperfine levels in the field 80.

To obtain the above expression, one has to evaluate the difference Toolccl, oolccl(0. 0) Toi(0 0) where Tts(0 0)» a
(on-shell) T-matrix element for singlet or triplet scattering at zero energy. Applying the DIS approximation once

again, but now to bare atom states, this diff'erence can be expressed in terms of scattering lengths a ' . In this second
DIS approximation, we assume the hyperfine states

I [ccj), I [bdj&, I
[acj), and I [aaj) to be degenerate, simi»«o the
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same assumption for the dressed states I {ij]N) within a
manifold. The result is

6.0

Static trap at B=5.0T

Tool .l, oo1 1 (0,0) To i (0,0)

=IB /(B +B )](2rrhmH) '(a —a ' ). (10)

50

4.0-

Equation (10) is fully confirmed by a rigorous coupled-
channel calculation. A numerical evaluation of Eq. (9)
shows that in the experimental circumstances envisaged,
i.e., strong magnetic fields of order 5 T, the T2 processes
are unimportant compared to (T ~ ) transitions between
diferent manifolds which are due mainly to dipolar in-
teractions and will be considered next.

Dipolar relaxation caused by the dominant electron-
electron magnetic interaction V" is possible for both
N'=N —

1 and N —2. Because this weak interaction can
be treated as a small perturbation, we have

Ti'm'li'j'I iv'Im lij 1 N (,Pij ''&Pij )
( —I d (+)=

c & ij ( m'Iij''I iv
'

I
&

I trim Iij I jv )c t

30

2.0-

1.0-
05T

-4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

(dimensionlcss)

4.0

FIG. 2. Decay-rate constant of hydrogen atoms in the mi-
crowave trap as a function of 8/co„. We compare to the static
trap for magnetic fields of 0.05 and 5 T.

using the notation of Ref. 13. The initial and final distorted wave functions incorporate the central interaction to all or-
ders and can be approximated by neglecting the energy splitting within the respective manifolds

I fij]N) and
I
ti'j']N').

Furthermore, if we make use of the fact that at high magnetic fields the hyperfine state
I
ice]) has a dominant triplet

character, we get

GT', (B,T) =sin 0[4sin 20+(1 —4cos 0) ]Gcc i,c(B,T)+2sin 0(sin 0+ —,
' sin 20)G«bt, (B,T) . (12)

Here GT', is defined locally by dn2/dt = —GT', n2
Because of the phase relations between interfering T

matrix elements, the rate (12) could be expressed in the
rates G„b, (=Gb, i,i, ) and G«bb for collisions be-
tween bare hydrogen atoms, which have been calculated
previously in Refs. 7 and 13. Note that from these pa-
pers we find a justification for the neglect of the I a) and

I
d) hyperfine states in the above treatment. At magnet-

ic field strengths of the order of 5 T, the dominant relax-
ation processes in a gas of atoms populating the b and c
states are cc bb, cc bc, and bc bb. From these
results we find that the half-life of the trapped atoms is
r (G7

~
no ) ', where no is the initial trapped density.

In Fig. 2 we plot GT', as a function of 0, as well as G'
for the static trap. We see that by detuning to small 0
so that I2)= Ig, N) the microwave trap can be made
much more stable than the static trap. The resulting po-
tentially higher starting densities overcome the difficul-
ties of attaining BEC, addressed by Tommila. ' Evap-
orative cooling' of the trapped atoms as a means of at-
taining BEC can be easily accomplished by detuning,
which lowers the well depth.
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